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1. Introduction
Since the quantization of the first classical games, presented by Meyer [1] and Eisert et al. [2], several other games had
their quantum counterparts studied and compared, as well as experimentally realized such as: the prisoner dilemma [3],
and the important minority game first proposed [4], quantized by Benjamin and Hayden [5,6] and experimentally realized
by Schmid et al. [7]. Quantum games can be applied to solve the prisoner dilemma – a quite interesting simulation was
carried out in [8] –, as well as the so-called battle of sexes game [9] and the quantum dating market [10]. They can be also as
puzzling as classical games like Parrondo’s paradox [11,12]. The key point is to observe that quantum operators in a Hilbert
space can model classical strategies and new ones which have no classical counterparts. Since these games take place in the
quantum realm, interference, superposition and entanglement are extra ingredients that classical games do not have. This
is what happens in the quantum Monty Hall game [13], an example of non-unique quantization of games [14], when the
prize was placed behind three separated doors. Another example is the well-known tic-tac-toe game, which has quantum
versions [15,16], and whereupon the players can place their marks in a superposition of squares.
These conflict situations, in the game theory arena, can be a simple two-sided coin toss as advanced inMeyer’s [1] seminal
paper, or a N-sided coin, the so-called quantum roulette [17,18] where the quantum player can always outperform the
classical one. Similar characteristics occur in a confrontationbetween twoaggressive animals in thewell-knownHawk–Dove
game [19], or even a quantum gunfight first proposed by Flitney and Abbott [20] and recently revisited by one of the
authors [21]. Duels and truels (a 3-person gunfight) can be used as a model of opinion [22] spreading in classical world, and
in the quantum realm it can put our intuition to the test. In this context quantum (reverse) auctions [23,24] and quantum
gambling [25] were studied. These problems provide us with new ways of thinking about conflict situations and they are
important to further increase our knowledge about quantum mechanics, both theoretically and experimentally, as well as
to provide us with insights about how to create new quantum algorithms.
In a previous paper [21] Schmidt and Paiva analyzed the 2-person quantum duel and studied the role of the initial state,
which can be in principle a superposition of alive and dead states, since until the final measurement is not performed
both players can die and can be revived as well, just as Schrödinger’s cat dead and alive states will be realized only after
measurement. Another interesting feature of this previous study concerns the role played by the phases α and β , see
Eqs. (2) and (3), which are present in the operators AB and BA: even for fixed marksmanship, for Alice and Bob, the correct
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choice of one of the phases can turn a poor payoff into a very good one. The same occurs when Alice is a poor marksman: if
all phases are equal to zero, then it is better for her to waste – e.g. to fire in the air [20] – the second shot; conversely, if she
could adjust one of the phases, then the clever strategy is to fire the second time.
Our objective in this paper is to quantize the famous Russian roulette, a very risky gamewhere players share a gunwhich
has only one bullet. Such risk comes from two facts: the players are unaware of the bullet’s location, and every player in
her/his turn shoots her/his own head at point blank range. The gamble ends when the unlucky player dies. What could
quantum mechanics tell us about this game? Can everyone survive? Can more than one player die? We will answer these
questions writing up a quantum bullet operator, and then running the Russian roulette for two and for three players. We
compare our results with the classical one, as well as with another kind of gunfight: the one where the gun has plenty of
ammunition. What would be couple suicide in the classical world is forbidden in quantum mechanics. For three people
there are a certain numbers of shots in order to accomplish this quantum collective suicide, and it is also possible to realize
a collective revival.
The outline for our paper is the following: in Section 2 we briefly review the methodology to quantize the two-person
duel; in Section 3 we introduce the quantum bullet operator. In Section 4 we study two kinds of Russian roulette, the first
one using plain quantum shot operators, which mean players will shoot a gun fully loaded, and the second one, like in
the classical Russian roulette gamble where players fire a gun which has just one bullet randomly placed in an unknown
chamber of a revolver cylinder. In Section 5 we quantize the 3-person Russian roulette and analyze twomodels: one using a
fully loaded gun, and the second one with a single bullet where we apply our quantum bullet operator defined in Section 3.
In the final section we conclude the work.
2. Methodology for quantum duel
Following [21] we define |0⟩ and |1⟩ to represent dead and alive states, respectively. Thus, the state of our system is
written as the product,
|ψ⟩ = |alice⟩ ⊗ |bob⟩, (1)
and in this four-dimensional Hilbert space H = C2 ⊗ C2 one has the basis {|11⟩, |10⟩, |01⟩, |00⟩}. In order to carry the
calculations out we use |1⟩ = (1 0)Tand |0⟩ = (0 1)T .
The operators used by Flitney and Abbott to set up the two-person duel are
AB =

e−iα1 cos(θ1/2)|11⟩ + ieiβ1 sin(θ1/2)|10⟩
 ⟨11|
+ eiα1 cos(θ1/2)|10⟩ + ie−iβ1 sin(θ1/2)|11⟩ ⟨10| + |00⟩⟨00| + |01⟩⟨01|, (2)
and vice-versa,
BA =

e−iα2 cos(θ2/2)|11⟩ + ieiβ2 sin(θ2/2)|01⟩
 ⟨11|
+ eiα2 cos(θ2/2)|01⟩ + ie−iβ2 sin(θ2/2)|11⟩ ⟨01| + |00⟩⟨00| + |10⟩⟨10|, (3)
where AB(BA) represents Alice (Bob) shooting at Bob (Alice). There are two key points one must observe: (i) Alice acts only
on Bob qubit and vice-versa; (ii) when Alice shoots she can hit, i.e. flip Bob’s spin, which means she can turn |1⟩ into |0⟩
(classically she would eliminate him) as well as turn |0⟩ into |1⟩ (revive him). So we can interpret that the quantum gun she
is firing is always fully loaded, since hitting depends on hermarksmanship. In the next sectionwewill explore the possibility
of this so-called quantum gun having no bullet in the chamber, which will lead us to propose the quantization of the famous
gamble known as Russian roulette.
The payoff function for Alice after n rounds is given by
⟨$A⟩ = 12

1+ |⟨10|ψn⟩|2 − |⟨01|ψn⟩|2 − |⟨00|ψn⟩|2

(4)
where the utilities are equal to unity if Alice is alive, one half if both players are alive, and zero if Alice is dead.
3. Quantum bullet
In both previous works [20,21] on quantum duels, the authors considered that both players, Alice and Bob, shot each
other and that their guns were always loaded. The initial state is given by |ψi⟩ which can be |11⟩ as studied by Flitney and
Abbott [20] or a superposition of dead and alive states as studied by Schmidt and Paiva [21]. There were the possibilities of
the players to miss, or to shoot in the air, or even to revive her/his rival, i.e., to flip back the spin of his/her rival. Here we
propose to improve this kind of quantum game introducing a quantum bullet. We begin our reasoning remembering that
in a classical duel if there is no bullet in chamber then there is no chance for Alice to eliminate her rival Bob, conversely, if
the gun is loaded then the player can shoot and her marksmanship will determine if she wins. Let the operator representing
Alice’s bullet, bA, be this U(2) operator
bA =

eiωa |1⟩⟨1| + e−iωa |0⟩⟨0| cos γ
2

+ eiωb |1⟩⟨0| − e−iωb |0⟩⟨1| sin γ
2

, (5)
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the quantum Russian roulette with just one bullet. The amplitudes are cos(γi/2) and the constraint is given by γn =
2 arccos
n−1
i=1 cos2(γi/2). Players shoots sequentially and they are not allowed to change the initial configuration of the gun.
where 0 ≤ ωa ≤ 2π , 0 ≤ ωb ≤ 2π and 0 ≤ γ ≤ π . When we apply the above operator in an alive state we obtain
bA|1⟩ = eiωa cos
γ
2

|1⟩ − e−iωb sin
γ
2

|0⟩, (6)
in other words, when γ = π the operator can flip Alice’s spin, and when γ = 0 it can not do so. This is what can happens in
a classical duel: if Alice fires at Bob then she can eliminate him only if she has a gunwhich is loaded— the question about her
skill, or marksmanship is pointless since there is no possibility of winning without a bullet. Conversely, when the operator
acts in the |0⟩ state,
bA|0⟩ = e−iωa cos
γ
2

|0⟩ + eiωb sin
γ
2

|1⟩, (7)
then the quantum effect of flipping back can take place for γ = π , andwhen the opponent is dead he remains dead if γ = 0.
Besides, one can prepare a bullet which is located in every chamber simultaneously, i.e., a quantum bullet in a multipartite
quantum state. We label these chambers with numbers 1, 2, 3, . . ., and Alice begins shooting from chamber 1, then Bob
shoots from chamber 2 and so forth. The amplitude for the bullet to be fired from a certain chamber i is equal to cos(γi/2),
see Fig. 1. Bob’s bullet operator is analogous to Eq. (5), one needs only to change the angle γ1 to γ2.
4. Quantum Russian roulette
In the famous gamble known as Russian roulette, players share a gun which was prepared by a judge and they shoot at
their owns heads at point blank range. Alice shoots first, then she hands the gun to Bob who in his turn shoots against his
own head and so forth. Players are forbidden tomake any changes and/ormodifications after the gamble starts. The rules for
our quantum Russian roulette are the same, and we will investigate this gamble using two types of guns: (i) a fully loaded
one; (ii) a gun with just one quantum bullet.
4.1. Gun fully loaded
Consider the initial state for our quantum Russian roulette to be |ψi⟩. The players will follow simple rules: Alice takes
the gun and fires it directly toward her head, at point blank range; then she hands the gun to Bob and he also shoots at his
head at point blank range. In these conditions marksmanship is useless since there is no chance of missing the shot. The key
point is to make θ1 = θ2 = π in (2) and (3), however the referred operators are written to act in the opponent’s qubit, and
in Russian roulette each player must act on her/his own qubit. So we need to change the first and second qubits in these gun
operators, namely, in the quantum Russian roulette Alice uses,
GA = ieiβ1 |01⟩⟨11| + ie−iβ1 |11⟩⟨01| + |10⟩⟨10| + |00⟩⟨00|, (8)
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where the first term can be interpreted as Alice successfully shooting her own head, the second one is the quantum effect
of flipping back her own spin (classically she would revive herself), the third one represents an empty chamber and the last
one represents both players dead, which is important to render the operator unitary. Bob has a similar operator,
GB = ieiβ2 |10⟩⟨11| + ie−iβ2 |11⟩⟨10| + |01⟩⟨01| + |00⟩⟨00|, (9)
here we take the same phase factors β = β1 = β2 since both players will use the same gun without making any alteration
or modifications in its initial setup. Now the quantum Russian roulette proceeds and let the state after n-complete rounds
be
|ψn⟩ = (GBGA)n|ψi⟩. (10)
The first interesting result comes from the fact that if |ψi⟩ = |11⟩, i.e., when both players begin the gamble alive there
are no chance to both simultaneously die. It is straightforward to calculate the first three quantum states |ψ1⟩ = ieiβ |01⟩,
|ψ2⟩ = −ieiβ |10⟩, and |ψ3⟩ = |11⟩. Even if the gun is fully loaded, i.e. there is no empty chamber, when the gamble stops
there exists at least one player alive. The payoff for Alice can assume only three values: ⟨$A⟩ = 0 for n = 1, 4, 7, . . ., ⟨$A⟩ = 1
for n = 2, 5, 8, . . . and ⟨$A⟩ = 1/2 for n = 3, 6, 9, . . . and so on. There is no handicap for Alice if she shoots after Bob since
similar results follow.
Analogously for Russian roulette starting with Bell states [26],
|Ψ±⟩ = 1√
2
(|01⟩ ± |10⟩) , (11)
we obtain |ψ1⟩ = ±(ie−iβ |11⟩ ∓ |10⟩)/
√
2, |ψ2⟩ = ∓(±ie−iβ |11⟩ + |01⟩)/
√
2, and |ψ3⟩ = |Ψ±⟩, for both Bell states
Alice has as payoff the same values: ⟨$A⟩ = 3/4 for n = 1, 4, 7, . . ., ⟨$A⟩ = 1/4 for n = 2, 5, 8, . . . and ⟨$A⟩ = 1/2 for
n = 3, 6, 9, . . . and so forth. The same cyclic effect occurs if Alice begins alive and Bob dead, namely |ψi⟩ = |10⟩, after the
first round both players are alive, in the second one only Bob is alive, in the next just Alice lives, and in the fourth round the
vector state returns to |10⟩. In other words, using a fully loaded quantum gun, after the first round Alice revives Bob, to be
completely eliminated in the second one. A similar effect occurs if |ψi⟩ = |01⟩, namely, for (n = 1) Alice revives eliminating
Bob; he revives himself (n = 2); and then Alice commits suicide when (n = 3). For (n = 4) the system returns to |01⟩. Even
using a fully loaded gun the two players can not commit suicide at all, i.e., the state |00⟩ can not be reached as long as there
is one player alive at the beginning of the game.
4.2. Just one bullet
Round I. Let us consider now that there is a judge in the gamble which is responsible for the preparation of the gun. His
duty is to place the only quantum bullet in the gun, and then he gives the gun to Alice who shoots her head, and in her turn
hands the gun to Bob, and so forth. When Alice shoots, the bullet can only interact with her qubit, and when it is Bob’s turn
to fire, the bullet only interacts with his qubit. This information can be incorporated in the same operators (2) and (3) but
now the parameters θ1, θ2 and so forth, which did play the role of marksmanship in the quantum duel, are interpreted as
the probability of the bullet being in chambers 1, 2, respectively. The gun operators read,
GA(γ ) =

e−iα cos(γ /2)|11⟩ + ieiβ sin(γ /2)|10⟩ ⟨11|
+ eiα cos(γ /2)|10⟩ + ie−iβ sin(γ /2)|11⟩ ⟨10| + |00⟩⟨00| + |01⟩⟨01|, (12)
and vice-versa,
GB(γ ) =

e−iα cos(γ /2)|11⟩ + ieiβ sin(γ /2)|01⟩ ⟨11|
+ eiα cos(γ /2)|01⟩ + ie−iβ sin(γ /2)|11⟩ ⟨01| + |00⟩⟨00| + |10⟩⟨10|. (13)
Now the gamble proceeds as the following,
|ψ1⟩ = GB(γ2)GA(γ1)|ψi⟩, (14)
the operator’s label refers to the player who pulls the trigger and the angle γ is related to the probability of the bullet being
inside the chamber, and the initial state is |11⟩. The first round finishes in the state,
|ψ1⟩ = e−2iα sin
γ1
2

sin
γ2
2

|11⟩ + ie−i(α−β) sin
γ1
2

cos
γ2
2

|10⟩ + ieiβ cos
γ1
2

|01⟩. (15)
If the gamble does not end we can build the successive states from Eq. (15), conversely, if the gamble ends after round
one and as there is only one bullet we take the special case of γ2 = π − γ1, namely Alice shoots with amplitude cos(γ1/2)
and Bob shoots with amplitude sin(γ1/2),
|ψR1⟩ = e−2iα cos
γ1
2

sin
γ1
2

|11⟩ + ie−i(α−β) sin2
γ1
2

|10⟩ + ieiβ cos
γ1
2

|01⟩, (16)
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Fig. 2. Plot of ⟨$A⟩ as a function of γ1 and γ2 , given by Eq. (22). Maximum takes place at γ1 = γ3 = π and γ2 = 0, i.e., Alice has 100% of chance of surviving
the quantum Russian roulette if the bullet is completely in chamber 2.
the subscript R1 emphasizes this fact. The two classical limits can be obtained: (i) Alice has the bullet (γ1 = 0); and (ii) Bob
has the bullet (γ1 = π). In the first case the game ends in the state |ψR1(γ1 = 0)⟩ = ieiβ |01⟩; in the second case we have
|ψR1(γ1 = π)⟩ = ie−i(α−β)|10⟩. Namely, considering that there are only two chambers, there is a 100% probability of the
player who has the full bullet being dead after the first round. Conversely, for a bullet placed 50%–50% in each chamber
(γ1 = π/2), the probabilities are 25% for both being alive, also 25% for just Alice alive, and 50% for only Bob alive.
Alice’s payoff is given by,
⟨$A⟩1 = 14 (3− cos γ1) sin
2
γ1
2

, (17)
which has a maximum equal to unity for γ1 = π , which means the bullet was 100% in chamber 2 (Bob’s chamber), and a
minimum equal to zero for γ1 = 0 meaning the bullet was in chamber 1, her chamber.
Round II. Now consider that the quantum Russian roulette did not end after Bob first shot i.e., the system state is given
by (15). Let us further analyze what would happen (i) if Alice shot again, and (ii) then Bob fired a second time. The judge in
the first case can prepare the bullet in three different chambers: 1, 2 and/or 3 using any superposition he wants; and in the
second one at four chambers 1, 2, 3 and/or 4, see Fig. 1. In either case we will impose
N
i cos
2(γi/2) = 1, where N = 3 or
4, respectively. The third shot is executed by Alice using GA(γ3) and results in
GA(γ3)|ψ1⟩ = f1|11⟩ + f2|10⟩ + f3|01⟩, (18)
where the factors are,
f1 = − cos
γ1
2

cos
γ3
2

+ e−3iα sin
γ1
2

sin
γ2
2

sin
γ3
2

, (19)
f2 = e−i(α−β) sin
γ1
2

cos
γ2
2

, (20)
and
f3 = ieiβ

e−2iα sin
γ1
2

sin
γ2
2

cos
γ3
2

+ ieiα cos
γ1
2

sin
γ3
2

. (21)
The payoff function after the third shot is a function of angles γi and of the parameter α, it does not depend on β ,
⟨$A⟩3 = 12

1+

cos2
γ2
2

− sin2
γ2
2

cos2
γ3
2

sin2
γ1
2

− cos2
γ1
2

sin2
γ3
2

− 1
2
cos(3α) sin(γ1) sin
γ2
2

sin(γ3)

, (22)
where the three classical limits are reproduced (i) γ1 = 0, i.e. a full bullet inside chamber 1, yields a vanishing payoff; (ii) if
the bullet is 100% inside chamber 3, namely γ1 = γ2 = π and γ3 = 0 Alice’s payoff is also equal to zero; and finally (iii) when
the bullet in inside chamber number 2, Bob’s chamber, that is γ1 = γ3 = π , and γ2 = 0, the outcome for Alice is equal to
unity, which is maximum. At this point the quantum game can not outperform the classical one. The above function (22) is
plotted in Fig. 2 using γ3 = 2 arccos

1− cos2(γ1/2)− cos2(γ2/2), and we observe that high payoffs (plotted as red) are
obtained when 3π/8 ≤ γ1 ≤ π , i.e., for the bullet between 0% and 15% inside Alice’s chamber.
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Table 1
Payoff table for two-person quantum Russian roulette after the third shot. In the left column (1, 2, 3)
represents (cos2 γ1/2, cos2 γ2/2, cos2 γ3/2). Second, third and fourth columns refer to initial states |11⟩,
|Ψ+⟩ and |Ψ−⟩ respectively. Parameter α = 0 and the results are independent of β .
Chamber (1, 2, 3) ⟨$A⟩11 ⟨$A⟩+ ⟨$A⟩−
(1, 0, 0) 0 3/4 3/4
(0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1) 1, 0 1/2, 1/4 1/4, 3/4
(2/3, 1/3, 0), (2/3, 0, 1/3) 2/9, 0 0.446, 3/4 0.831, 3/4
(1/3, 1/3, 1/3) 0.244 0.557 0.698
(1/2, 1/2, 0), (1/2, 0, 1/2), (0, 1/2, 1/2) 3/8, 0, 5/8 0.386, 3/4, 0.614 0.739, 3/4, 0.261
(0, 2/3, 1/3), (0, 1/3, 2/3) 7/9, 4/9 0.553, 0.664 0.169, 0.392
(1/3, 0, 2/3), (1/3, 2/3, 0) 0, 5/9 3/4, 0.336 3/4, 0.608
0.4
0.2
0.0
0
0
Fig. 3. Plot of ⟨$B⟩4 given by eq. (24) for the two person quantum Russian roulette with one bullet which can be at any of four chambers 1–4. In this case
the bullet is located in a superposition of Bob’s chambers, however, he can survive the game if the bullet is 50%–50% inside chamber 2 and 4, and parameter
α is chosen carefully.
Payoffs for other configurations of chambers 1, 2, 3 are shown in the Table 1. The same calculations follow for Bell states
and maximum payoffs, shown in the referred table. One can observe that entangled states do not provide a better outcome
for Alice.
The round ends after Bob shoots the second time and the final state is given by |ψ2⟩ = GB(γ4)GA(γ3)|ψ1⟩, see Eq. (18).
Payoff for Alice is a cumbersome function of phase α and angles γi, where i = 1, 2, 3, 4, so we present the result for ⟨$A⟩4 in
the special case where those phases vanish,
⟨$A⟩4 = 132

15+ cos γ4 + λ4

1+ 2 sin2
γ1
2

cos γ2 + 3 cos γ1

cos γ3 + 3(1− cos γ4)
×

2 sin2
γ1
2

cos γ2 − cos γ1

− 8

sin2
γ1
2

sin γ2 sin
γ3
2

−

λ4
2
sin
γ2
2

sin γ3
+ cos
γ2
2

cos
γ3
2

sin γ1

sin γ4

, (23)
where λ4 = 3+ cos γ4.
Constrained numerical optimization provides a maximum payoff equal to unity for γ1 = γ3 = π , γ2 = 0.530 and
γ4 = 2.611 with α = 0. This means the bullet is inside Bob’s chambers, and for these particular values of γ2, γ4 and α he
will be certainly eliminated. However, the fact he has the bullet in a superposition of his two chambers does not ensure he
would be dead after the second round. Taking the special case of Eq. (23) where γ1 = γ3 = π and lifting the restriction on
α we write, ⟨$B⟩4 = 1− ⟨$A⟩4 as,
⟨$B⟩4 = 14 {sin γ2 − sin [2 arccos(sin γ2)] cos(3α)} sin γ2, (24)
where we used γ4 = π − γ2. We can observe from Fig. 3 and from the above equation that safe values for Bob are
γ2 = γ4 = π/2 and α = π/3, or π or 5π/3, in other words, 50% of the bullet inside of his two chambers and carefully
chosen α. Proceeding this way Bob can have a payoff equal to 1/2 which represents both players alive. On the other hand,
from Fig. 3 we could select other values of α (the ones plotted in blue) which maximizes Alice payoff.
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5. 3-Person quantum Russian roulette
Following the ideas presented in the previous sections let us study a 3-person quantum Russian roulette considering the
same two versions: using a gun fully loaded and using a single bullet placed in a linear combination of chambers by a judge.
Let the state vector be,
|ψ⟩ = |alice⟩ ⊗ |bob⟩ ⊗ |charles⟩, (25)
the Hilbert space now is H = C2 ⊗ C2 ⊗ C2 which is eight-dimensional and its basis has the following kets
{|111⟩, |110⟩, |101⟩, |011⟩, |001⟩, |010⟩, |100⟩, |000⟩}. Togetherwith the eight possible brawehave in principle an operator
with 64 terms. In order to write the Alice gun operator for this Russian roulette let us reason in the same way we did in
Section 4: Alice will fire herself so she can only flip her own qubit, leaving the other two unchanged. The same occurs for
Bob and Charles. Moreover, she will fire at point blank range, then we remove terms of the form |1bc⟩⟨1bc| and |0bc⟩⟨0bc|
since there is no possibility for her of missing the shot. These two arguments produce,
O
(3)
A = a1|011⟩⟨111| + a2|010⟩⟨110| + a3|001⟩⟨101| + a4|000⟩⟨100|
+ a5|111⟩⟨011| + a6|110⟩⟨010| + a7|101⟩⟨001| + a8|100⟩⟨000|, (26)
the first four terms represent Alice’s suicide and the last four her revival. These revival terms are needed in order for the
above operator to be unitary. Now let us rewrite these coefficients such that ai = rieiφi , being ri and φi real constants, and
we impose this operator to be unitary and its determinant to be equal to unity. Then all r2i = 1, their product
8
1 ri = 1 and8
1 φi = 2πn, where n is an integer.
Analogously we have,
O
(3)
B = b1|101⟩⟨111| + b2|100⟩⟨110| + b3|001⟩⟨011| + b4|000⟩⟨010|
+ b5|111⟩⟨101| + b6|110⟩⟨100| + b7|011⟩⟨001| + b8|010⟩⟨000|, (27)
as well as,
O
(3)
C = c1|110⟩⟨111| + c2|100⟩⟨101| + c3|010⟩⟨011| + c4|000⟩⟨001|
+ c5|111⟩⟨110| + c6|101⟩⟨100| + c7|011⟩⟨010| + c8|001⟩⟨000|, (28)
where we write both sets of parameters bi and ci as bi = r ′i eiφ
′
i and ci = r ′′i eiφ
′′
i . The same conditions must hold for the above
operators to be unitary, (r ′i )2 = 1 and (r ′′i )2 = 1, their products must be equal to unity and the phases satisfy
8
1 φ
′
i = 2πn′
and
8
1 φ
′′
i = 2πn′′, where both n′ and n′′ are integers. Although we wrote the above operators considering some freedom
in the parameters, for the sake of simplicity and to keep track of physics, rather than lots of parameters, we will take all
phases φ = φ′ = φ′′ = 0 and all ri, r ′i , r ′′i parameters equal to unity. In the next two subsections we explore this kind of
quantum Russian roulette and use the payoff for Alice [20],
⟨$A⟩ = |⟨100|ψf ⟩|2 + 12
|⟨110|ψf ⟩|2 + |⟨101|ψf ⟩|2+ 13 |⟨111|ψf ⟩|2, (29)
where |ψf ⟩ is the final state of the system.
5.1. Gun fully loaded
Weproceed to analyze the three-person quantumRussian roulette. In the first casewe consider the gun fully loaded such
that the state after each shot is given by a slight generalization of (10),
|ψ1⟩ = O(3)A |ψi⟩, |ψ2⟩ = O(3)B |ψ1⟩, |ψ3⟩ = O(3)C |ψ2⟩, (30)
and so forth. Besides the most natural initial state from a classical point of view |111⟩, we will investigate two other well-
known entangled states of three qubits [26],
|GHZ⟩ = |111⟩ + |000⟩√
2
, |W ⟩ = |100⟩ + |010⟩ + |001⟩√
3
. (31)
The same cyclic behavior discussed in the previous section is observed, however, when three players are involved the
vector state returns to the initial state, up to a global phase factor, when each of them shoots an even number of times. Unlike
the previous Russian roulette now there exists a possibility of collective suicide, namely, for |ψi⟩ = |111⟩ after Charles’s first
shot, |ψ3⟩ = eiΦ |000⟩ where Φ is a global phase. The same effect can be realized if the gamble ends at |ψ9⟩, |ψ15⟩, etc. On
the other hand, Alice can win this risky gamble if the roulette ends just after she shoots an even number of times, namely,
she is the sole survivor when the gamble ends at |ψ4⟩, |ψ10⟩, |ψ16⟩, etc. because all these states are |100⟩ multiplied by a
global phase factor.
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When players begin in a |GHZ⟩ state the possibility of collective suicide already begins with a 50% chance. The quantum
Russian roulette with plenty of ammunition is also cyclic, however it returns to the initial state after three shots, i.e., after
every shot from Charles. For this reason, players can commit suicide with a 50% chance, and they can revive in the same
rounds and with the same chance. Maximum payoff for Alice is equal to 1/2 whenever she shoots, namely after |ψ1⟩, |ψ4⟩,
and so forth. Minimum payoff is 1/6 and takes place after every shot from Charles.
This property is also shared by |ψi⟩ = |W ⟩. After an even number of shots from each player we have final states
|ψ6⟩, |ψ12⟩, etc. which return to |W ⟩. The chance of collective suicide decreases considerably, from 100% or 50% in the
first two cases to 1/3, and it takes place after Bob’s second shot |ψ5⟩, as well as for |ψ11⟩, |ψ17⟩, and so on. Finally, Alice’s
maximum payoff is 4/9 and it occurs after |ψ2⟩, |ψ9⟩, etc. The minimum is 1/9 and it is realized after Alice second shot, as
well as for |ψ10⟩, |ψ16⟩, and so forth.
5.2. Just one bullet
Now consider there is only one bullet which is prepared by a judge who does not communicate with the players. There
are a number l of parameters γi, where i = 1, 2, 3, . . . l, and l is equal to the number of shots players agree to fire before
the game starts. Defined this number, the judge draws a vector in a l-dimensional space. Its directive cosines represent the
amplitudes for the bullet to be fired from the corresponding chamber, see Fig. 1. The judge choosing the γi values defines
the maximum payoff for each player. The final game result is probabilistic.
Let the initial state be |111⟩. Now the game evolves applying first the corresponding bullet operator and then the gun
shooting operator, namely, the state after Alice fires toward her head is |ψ1A⟩ = O(3)A (bA ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1)|111⟩. Analogously, in
Bob’s turn he produces |ψ1AB⟩ = O(3)B (1⊗ bB ⊗ 1)|ψ1A⟩ and the first round ends in the state,
|ψ1ABC ⟩ = O(3)C (1⊗ 1⊗ bC )|ψ1AB⟩, (32)
which we denote by |ψ1⟩ = |ψ1ABC ⟩. The first two shots do not correspond to a fair game, since only Alice and Bob aimed
for their own heads. In order to compare with classical gedanken Russian roulette let us write both |ψ1A⟩ and |ψ1AB⟩,
|ψ1A⟩ = eiωa cos
γ1
2

|011⟩ − e−iωb sin
γ1
2

|111⟩, (33)
one can immediately infer that when Alice fires a full bullet, γ1 = 0, shewill certainly be dead. On the other, for a completely
empty chamber 1, γ1 = π , Alice will be surely alive. The game proceeds with Bob shooting which yields,
|ψ1AB⟩ = −e−2i(β+ωb) sin
γ1
2

sin
γ2
2

|111⟩ + ei(ωa−ωb) sin
γ1
2

cos
γ2
2

|101⟩
+ ei(ωa−ωb) cos
γ1
2

sin
γ2
2

|011⟩ − e2i(β+ωa) cos
γ1
2

cos
γ2
2

|001⟩. (34)
Three classical limits canbe analyzed from this result: (i) if Alice has the full bullet,γ1 = 0,γ2 = π , so |ψ1AB⟩ = ei(ωa−ωb)|011⟩
so she dies; (ii) if Bob has the full bullet, γ1 = π , γ2 = 0, so |ψ1AB⟩ = |101⟩, in this case he dies; (iii) if there is no bullet
inside chambers 1 and 2, γ1 = γ2 = π , in this case both Alice and Bob remain alive since |ψ1AB⟩ = −e−2i(β+ωb)|111⟩. The
first round ends when Charles fires and the system evolves to the state,
|ψ1ABC ⟩ = p1s1s2s3|111⟩ + p2s1s2c3|110⟩ + p3s1c2s3|101⟩ + p4s1c2c3|100⟩ + p5c1s2s3|011⟩
+ p6c1s2c3|010⟩ + p7c1c2s3|001⟩ + p8c1c2c3|000⟩, (35)
where we used a shorthand notation si = sin(γi/2), and ci = cos(γi/2). The factors are p1 = i exp[−3i(ωb + β)],
p2 = −i exp[−i(2ωb + β)], p3 = p5 = −i exp[i(ωa − 2ωb − β)], p4 = p6 = p7 = i exp[i(2ωa − ωb + β)],
p8 = −i exp[3i(ωa + β)]. One can track down the classical limits – full bullet inside chamber 1, or 2 or 3 – which can
be inferred from the above expression, namely, γ1 = 0, γ2 = γ3 = π yields |011⟩; γ2 = 0, γ1 = γ3 = π yields |101⟩; and
γ3 = 0, γ1 = γ2 = π yields |110⟩, all of them up to a phase.
For the sake of completeness and in order to compare with classical gedanken Russian roulette, we write down Alice’s
payoff after first and second shots,
⟨$A⟩1 = 13 sin
2
γ1
2

, ⟨$A⟩2 =

1
2
cos2
γ2
2

+ 1
3
sin2
γ2
2

sin2
γ1
2

, (36)
respectively. The first one is quite simple and provides a maximum equal to one third, and takes place when γ1 = π (empty
chamber), since the utility related to three players being alive was defined as such. The second equation also reproduces
correctly the three classical limits: full bullet inside 1 or 2, and empty chambers. After Charles shooting from chamber 3,
Alice’s payoff becomes
⟨$A⟩3 =

cos2
γ2
2

cos2
γ3
2

+ 1
2

sin2
γ2
2

cos2
γ3
2

+ cos2
γ2
2

sin2
γ3
2

+ 1
3
sin2
γ2
2

sin2
γ3
2

sin2
γ1
2

. (37)
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Fig. 4. Plot of ⟨$A⟩ as a function of γ1 and γ2 for the three person quantum Russian roulette with one bullet after the first round. The initial states for left,
middle and right figures are |111⟩, |W ⟩ and |GHZ⟩ and their maximum payoffs are 0.583, 3/10, and 1/2, respectively. The first two are independent of
phases, and in the third one we take α = 0 to plot.
Table 2
Table for maximum probabilities of three-person Russian roulette with a
single bullet. Results were calculated numerically using Mathematica. The
middle (right) column has the maximum probability for all players alive
(dead) after the second round. For |111⟩, which provides better results for
all alive (all dead) we have: γ1 = 1.69(π/6), γ2 = 2.44(π/6), γ3 =
3.02(π), γ4 = 2.00(π), γ5 = 2.93(π), γ6 = 2.38(π/6), and ωa =
1.56(1.69), ωb = 4.90(5.81), β = 5.65(4.78).
Initial state max |⟨111|ψ2⟩|2 max
|⟨000|ψ2⟩|2
|ψi⟩ = |111⟩ 0.848 0.0370
|ψi⟩ = |W ⟩ 0.222 0.444
|ψi⟩ = |GHZ⟩ 1/2 1/2
We carried out the same calculation for initial states |W ⟩ and |GHZ⟩ and we plot in Fig. 4 the payoff functions for Alice in
these three cases. Alice’s best possible outcome is realized when the initial state is |111⟩ and her opponents have 50% of
the bullet each: as long as in the classical case her payoff would be 1/2 at maximum (when one of them is eliminated), in
the quantum case the payoff can be 0.583 and in this case there is a maximum chance of 25% for Bob and Charles being
both dead. On the other hand, when the initial state is |W ⟩, Alice’s payoff is not greater than 0.30 but only if she has the full
bullet. The third initial state, |GHZ⟩, yields a better maximum payoff, equal to 1/2, when the bullet is also completely inside
chamber 1 and parameters ωa = 0.133 and ωb = 3.48.
Now we proceed to the second round. The chances of all players being alive/dead depend on six angles γ1, . . . γ6 as well
as on phases α, β, ωa, ωb. In order to compare with the case when the gun is fully loaded we perform again numerical
optimization. Our results are summarized in Table 2. From these results one can observe that carefully chosen angles can
produce a chance of approximately 85% for Alice, Bob and Charles, after shooting two times each one, to remain alive after
the quantum Russian roulette. On the other hand, there is a small probability, 3.7%, they all die after the second round.
Entangled states |W ⟩ and |GHZ⟩ yield only 22% and 50%, at maximum, to an all alive result respectively, whereas for an all
dead outcome the maximum probabilities are 44% and 50%, respectively.
Payoff for Alice after the second round is given by,
⟨$A⟩6 = 124 (1+ cos γ1 cos γ4 − cos(2ωa) sin γ1 sin γ4) {7+ 2 cos(2ωa) sin γ2 sin γ5
− (2+ λ36) cos γ2 cos γ5 + λ36[2+ cos(2ωa) sin γ2 sin γ5]}, (38)
where λ36 = cos(2ωa) sin γ3 sin γ6−cos γ3 cos γ6. Observe that the phasesβ andωb are canceled out and the above function
is symmetric in γ1 ↔ γ4, γ2 ↔ γ5 as well as γ3 ↔ γ6. This means Alice can start shooting her first or second bullet, and the
payoff for her would be the same if the game proceeded either clockwise or counterclockwise.
Numerical calculations provide maximum payoff ⟨$A⟩6 = 0.771 at the second round, for |111⟩ initial state, for a setup
where the bullet is split in four equal parts, all of them inside Alice’s opponents chambers, namely γ1 = γ4 = π and
γ2 = γ3 = γ5 = γ6 = 2π/3, ωa = 0 and it is independent of ωb and β . The worst outcome for Alice is equal to 0.0997.
Maximum payoff for the |W ⟩ state is 0.464 and takes place at γ1 = 1.37, γ2 = γ3 = π/2, γ4 = π , γ5 = γ6 = 2.21
and ωa = π/2. Finally, |GHZ⟩ state payoff has a maximum equal to 1/2 and it is located at γ1 = 1.09, γ4 = 2.06,
γ2 = γ3 = γ5 = γ6 = π and ωa = 0, ωb = 4.39. Considering these optimal particular values of γ3, γ5, γ6, α, and ωa
we plot in Fig. 5 the three payoff functions against two of Alice’s angles using γ2 = 2 arccos

c − cos2(γ1/2)− cos2(γ4/2),
where c = 1−cos2(γ3opt/2)−cos2(γ5opt/2)−cos2(γ6opt/2). The highest payoff for Alice is plotted in red in the three surfaces,
and we observe that for the first initial state |111⟩ it is better for Alice to have almost empty chambers; for |W ⟩ state the
region of high payoff is even smaller; on the other hand for |GHZ⟩ there are several values of γ1 and γ4 that maximize her
payoff. The key point is to observe Eq. (31) since |GHZ⟩ is a superposition of all alive |111⟩ and all dead |000⟩ states and
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Fig. 5. Plot of ⟨$A⟩6 as a function of γ1 and γ4 for the three person quantum Russian roulette with one bullet after the second round. The initial states for
left, middle and right figures are |111⟩, |W ⟩ and |GHZ⟩, and their maximum payoffs are 0.77, 0.464, and 1/2, respectively. In all plots the angles γ3, γ5, γ6
as well as the phases are chosen as in the text.
Table 3
Table for maximum payoff for three-person quantum Russian roulette after second round,
⟨$A⟩6 . In the left column we list the number of parts the bullet was equally smeared out in
the six possible chambers 1 to 6. The second, third and fourth columns refer to maximum
payoff when initial states are |111⟩, |W ⟩ and |GHZ⟩ respectively. The better outcome for Alice
is when the initial state is |111⟩ and the bullet is located, 25% each part, in her opponent’s
chambers.
Bullet Preparation (equal parts) ⟨$A⟩111 ⟨$A⟩W ⟨$A⟩GHZ
Full bullet 1/2 1/3 1/2
2 parts 0.583 0.403 1/2
3 parts 0.636 0.416 0.392
4 parts 0.771 0.371 0.385
5 parts 0.546 1/3 0.354
6 parts 1/3 1/3 1/3
our gun operator can flip this state back to |111⟩, so it is a good strategy for Alice to have part of the bullet inside her own
chambers.
In Table 3 we present some special cases where the judge prepared the gun splitting the bullet in equal parts, from a full
bullet to six parts. We observe that the best outcome for Alice is 0.771 – when the initial state is |111⟩ – and it is realized
when the gun has two empty chambers (1 and 4) and the other four have each 25% of the bullet. As in the classical case it is
better to fire from empty chambers, if she begins the game in an alive state.
6. Conclusions
We quantized the famous Russian roulette gamble. In order to do so we introduced an operator tomodel the existence of
a quantum bullet in the gun chambers. In fact, this quantum bullet could be in a superposition of every chamber.We studied
a kind of quantum collective suicide, where the players Alice and Bob, fire at their own heads at point blank range using fully
loaded guns. Classically both should be dead after the first round, however, due to quantum effects there is no chance both
can be dead using such a gun. Our model of quantum Russian roulette forbids this kind of two-person suicide. On the other
hand, using only one bullet the results of our quantum Russian roulette change dramatically, this single bullet properly
prepared can either eliminate or preserve both players. For three-person quantum Russian roulette we observe a setup
where the players can certainly die: if each of them is shot once and then stops and takes a measurement. Instead, if they
continue one more round – each of them shoots one more time – then the results change drastically: they are all alive with
100% chance. Analogous results were calculated using |W ⟩ and |GHZ⟩ as initial states and we concluded that entanglement
does not helps Alice to get a better outcome. Alice’s payoffs for special preparations as well as the probabilities for all alive
and all dead final states are shown in the tables.
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